SPONSOR’S REGISTRATION FORM

The company’s data

Organizing Comitee of the Conference

NO-DIG POLAND 2014
Wod – Kan Consulting
ul. Obr. Westerplatte 18/10
PL 25-120 Kielce / POLAND
tel./fax. 0048 41 - 34 24 450
nodigp@tu.kielce.pl

I submit a company ......................................................................................................................................................................
Tax Identification No. If any..........................................................................................................................................................
as a platinum (cost 9000 PLN** + 23% VAT)* / golden (cost 7000 PLN** + 23% VAT)* / silver (cost 5000 PLN** + 23%
VAT)* / brown sponsor (cost 3000 PLN** + 23% VAT)* of the conference NO-DIG POLAND 2014, which will be held from
8th to 10th April 2014 in Kielce and thus I am obliged to make a payment of the amount mentioned above on account of
Wod-Kan Consulting company in time till….............................................................................................................
* unnecessary should be crossed out
** average exchange rate: 1 PLN = 0.35 USD

All payments should be transfered to the bank account:
Wod-Kan Consulting, ul. Obr. Westerplatte 18/10, 25-120 Kielce
Bank Millenium S.A., The Bank Account No (IBAN): PL13 1160 2202 0000 0000 6001 7283, SWIFT: BIGBPLPWXXX
Conference Oraganising Comitee is obliged to:
 advertise sponsor’s logo in several technical magazines (national and foreign), which will be conference’s media
patrons
 put sponsor’s logo:
• in a colourful 4-page prospect in A4 format, where the information about the sponsor and picture of the product or device, that is
promoted by the sponsor, will be put (the prospect will be published in Polish and English language and sent in 2 000 copies to
companies in about 30 countries, which belong to ISTT)
• on conference website and websites of technical portals which will advertise the conference
• on colourful conference posters
• in conference materials
• on the screen during breaks beetween conference sessions
 include the sponsor’s representative in presidium of one of conference sessions
 include sponsor’s paper in session’s programme in early sessions during the 1st day, in the order from the platinum sponsor to the
brown sponsor
 present a commemorative conference engraving to the sponsor
Additionally! The platinum sponsor will be given a possibility of presenting their promotional paper free of charge and
receiving an indoor and outdoor exhibition stand free of charge. The golden sponsor will be given possibility of presenting their
promotional paper free of charge and receiving an indoor exhibition stand free of charge. The silver sponsor will receive an
indoor exhibition stand free of charge.
The company’s data and the company’s representative data

The stamp of the company and person receiving the registration
form

ATTENTION! The registration form copy will be sent back to the submitting company after being signed by both sides.

